PLANT PART MOSAIC

**Materials**

- “Plant Part” vegetable patterns (one per student)
- Construction paper cut into small squares
- Glue

**DIRECTIONS**

1. Distribute a Plant Part pattern to each student.
2. Distribute color-appropriate construction paper squares to students.
3. Instruct students to glue the squares onto their vegetable pattern to create a mosaic design.

Suggested colors for mosaic squares:
- **Strawberry**: Pink, red, yellow, green
- **Eggplant**: Purple, dark blue, green, yellow
- **Carrot**: Orange, yellow, green
- **Celery**: Pale green, white, dark green

- **Bell pepper**: Red, orange, yellow, dark green, light green
- **Corn**: Yellow, white, dark green, light green
- **Tomato**: Red, orange, pink, dark green
- **Pea pod**: Light green, dark green, yellow, white
Plant Part pattern, bell pepper
Plant Part pattern, carrot
Plant Part pattern, celery
Plant Part pattern, corn
Plant Part pattern, eggplant
Plant Part pattern, peas in pod
Plant Part pattern, strawberry